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To the judges: 

An off-duty Miami police officer pulled over by a Florida state trooper for driving 120 mph in the fall of 

2011 confirmed what many South Floridians had long observed: cops are among the worst speeders on 

the road. 

But evidence had been anecdotal, until Sun Sentinel reporters figured out that the digital footprint left 

by cops – highway toll records – could prove just how dangerous their driving had become.  The 

reporters’ innovative use of these public records, never before accessed by the media, documented: 

 Extreme speeding by off-duty police officers was not occasional – it was rampant. 

 The speeds were not slightly over the limit. Cops were often hitting 100, 120, even 130 mph. 

 Even when speeding cops caused crashes, punishment was rare. 

Above the Law is the result of a three-month investigation that mined SunPass toll records from 12 

South Florida police agencies. Reporter Sally Kestin and database specialist John Maines found nearly 

800 cops who reached speeds of 90 to 130 mph over the previous year, many of them while off-duty. 

Their three-part series, published in February, found that Florida officers driving at high speeds – and 

often in non-emergencies – had caused at least 320 crashes since 2004, killing or maiming 21 people. 

Victims included a 14-year-old girl killed by a sheriff’s deputy who was speeding to a routine traffic stop, 

and a college student left brain-damaged by an officer going 104 mph for no apparent reason. Only one 

speeding cop went to jail – for 60 days. 

The series produced immediate results. Each of the police agencies began internal investigations. So far: 

 163 officers from nine departments have been disciplined.  

 The Miami cop in the traffic stop was fired after the Sun Sentinel reported he regularly drove 

off-duty in his patrol car at speeds of more than 100 mph.  

 10 other Miami officers were suspended for up to two weeks. 

 Cops across South Florida lost their take-home cars as punishment.  

 One city began installing GPS in its police cruisers to catch speeding cops.  

 Another started monitoring officers’ driving with a device that activates whenever they exceed 

the speed limit. 

 Another city is now using the same method the Sun Sentinel employed – checking officers’ toll 

records.  

“What the Sun Sentinel has done is a service to all police agencies because if they did not know they had 

a speeding problem, now they do,” said Miami Police Chief Manuel Orosa.  
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Perhaps most important, South Florida cops have slowed down. In a December 2012 follow-up story, the 

newspaper examined a new set of toll records and found a dramatic change: an 84 percent drop in 

excessive speeding. 

Above the Law generated an overwhelming reader response and set online records for page views.  

Some readers submitted their own videos of speeding cops they caught in the act and many others 

called or wrote to thank the Sun Sentinel for highlighting a long-standing danger with indisputable 

evidence.  “Thank you for making the roads safer and forcing these guys to slow down,’’ wrote reader 

Peter Cook. 

Other media praised the series. The Sun Sentinel’s chief competitor, the Miami Herald, published three 

editorials. CBS News and South Florida television stations aired stories on the investigation, and 

journalism web sites hailed the series as “brilliant’’ and “stunningly clever.’’  

“This is the rare work of investigative reporting that not only clearly exposed a wrong, but quickly 

spurred efforts to set things right,’’ proclaimed the Florida Center for Investigative Reporting. 

Getting these stories was not easy. State toll operators initially refused to provide the data but 

ultimately released 1.1 million toll transactions. But the data told only times and locations. To determine 

speed, distances between the toll booths had to be measured. Using a portable GPS device, Kestin and 

Maines drove each leg of the toll highways, logging more than 2,500 miles over three counties. To 

examine wrecks caused by police speeding, reporters analyzed 1.7 million crash records and reviewed 

hundreds of police and court documents. A database of speeds that they created and posted was so 

innovative the Florida Highway Patrol and the Miami Police Department sent investigators to the 

newsroom to learn how to replicate it.  

Other online elements enhanced the stories. A photo gallery of speeding cops and their 

victims conveyed the disastrous consequences of police speeding, and videos showed some of the 

actual incidents. One video candidly captured a police official’s surprise when he learned that a stack of 

reports handed to him by the reporter weren’t the speeding records for all of the police departments 

included in the investigation – they were just those of cops in his own department.   

We hope you will consider Above the Law for the Pulitzer Prize for public service. 

         

 


